




SLIME BY DESIGN1

CLEAR
Each style is unique and gives a firm slime texture 
experience in a clear glass look. Filled with 
interesting icons and sweetly scented too! Three 
assorted styles and colors.

#20013
$4.00 each / $48.00 Display (12 pc.)   
Individual Tubs in Display Box. 

Once again Play Visions has innovated 
another slime category, Slime by Design. 
We have created an assortment of  
items with unique designs and  
textures never before seen in the  
slime market. Check it out for yourself!

0 10984 20013 6

0 10984 20014 3

CLOUD
This formulation has a very interesting fluffy 
cloud slime texture. With dramatic colors, 
they will drip downwards in a feathery motion 
that you won’t be able to put down.  Filled 
with interesting icons and sweetly scented 
too! Three assorted styles and colors.

#20014 
$4.00 each / $48.00 Display (12 pc.)   
Individual Tubs in Display Box. 

 



2SLIME BY DESIGN

BUTTER
This formulation has an incredibly 
soft, elastic texture that is 
unbelievable. Stretch is out as far as 
you can and watch the colors mix 
and move. Filled with interesting 
icons and sweetly scented too! 
Three assorted styles and colors.

#20015 
$4.00 each / $48.00 Display (12 pc.)   
Individual Tubs in Display Box. 

DESSERTS
These Ice Cream Cones are a dessert for the eyes and 
hands! Two layers are separated in the packaging - 
mix them together for a truly unique slime experience.  
Sweetly scented too! Three assorted styles and colors.

#20010 
$3.00 each / $36.00 Pack (12 pc.)  
Blister Card.

0 10984 20015 0

0 10984 20010 5



SLIME ALIVE3

MOLDABLE SLIME CUTIES 
BUCKET
Comes with everything you need to 
make more than 20 pcs. of slimy cute 
icons. Assorted colors and styles.

#10109
$7.50 each / $45.00 Pack (6 pc.)  
Printed Bucket.

MOLDABLE SLIME CUTIES
Comes with everything you need to 
make approximately 12 pcs. of slimy 
cute icons. Assorted colors and styles.

#10103
$5.00 each / $60.00 Pack (12 pc.)  
Printed Box.

SLIME FIZZIES
Super item! Simply drop one of the Fizzies into 
warm water in the bucket provided and watch it 
“fizz” and turn into slime that you can play with for 
hours! Add the included glitter and foam beads 
for the finishing touch. Very innovative item – it’s 
magical! Assorted colors.

#2222
$4.50 each / $27.00 Pack (6 pc.) Printed Bucket.

Play Visions introduces a unique 
line of Slime related products unlike 
anything in the market. Instead 
of the “same old slime” that’s 
everywhere we offer the consumer 
unique concepts never before seen in 
the market. So innovative and fun!

0 10984 02222 6

0 10984 10103 7

0 10984 10109 9

3D MOLDABLE SLIME
Now, for the first time, you can actually 

mold slime into 3D objects. Simply 
mix the cream pouch with the powder 

provided and pour into the mold. In just 
a few minutes it will transform into a 

solid that feels slimy to the touch!



SLIME ALIVE 4

MOLDABLE SLIME 
CRITTERS BUCKET
Comes with everything you need 
to make more than 20 pcs. of slimy 
critters.  Assorted colors and styles.

#10104
$7.50 each / $45.00 Pack (6 pc.)  
Printed Bucket.

SLIME FIZZIES SEALIFE
Simply drop one of the Sealife Fizzies 
into a bowl of warm water, stir it up, 
and in a short time it will convert into 
slime that you can play with for hours! 
Two assorted styles.

#2221
$3.50 each / $42.00 Pack (12 pc.)  
Blister Card.

CUP O’ SLIME “NOODLES”
Add water to the powder provided, stir it 
up in the cup, add the noodles and in 15 
minutes you have a slimy mass that will 
catch anyone’s attention. Elastic noodles 
make the stretchiest slime on the planet! 
Assorted colors.

#1112
$3.00 each / $36.00 Pack (12 pc.)  
Shrink-wrapped Tub in Printed Box.

MOLDABLE SLIME 
CRITTERS
Comes with everything you need to 
make approximately 12 pcs. of slimy 
critters.  Assorted colors and styles.

#10102
$5.00 each / $60.00 Pack (12 pc.)  
Printed Box.

0 10984 10104 40 10984 10102 0

0 10984 01112 1

0 10984 02221 9



A new compound that comes to life 
when you play with it! Compress it 
into any shape; a ball, mountain, 
square, any shape at all, and it 
slowly separates and starts to flow 
like magic. Almost looks like there is 
something alive inside of it! You have 
to see and feel it to believe it!

FOIL BAG
Cute little bags of Foam Alive packed with fun bright colors. 30 grams  
per bag, 6 assorted colors.

#5909 
$1.50 each / $36.00 Display (24 pc.)  
Resealable Plastic Bag.

GLITTER GLOBE
A clear plastic globe filled with 100 grams of super sparkly Glitter Foam Alive.  
Watch it flow inside or remove the screw on cap to play any way you like.  
Three assorted colors.

#5930 
$5.00 each / $30.00 Pack (6 pc.)  
Printed Platform.

0 10984 05930 7

0 10984 05909 3
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NEON HOURGLASS
Two assorted color combinations of hot neon colors with 100 grams total.  
Mix the colors and watch the magic flow!

#5933 
$5.00 each / $30.00 Pack (6 pc.)  
Printed Hourglass.

SLIME
What a cool creation by combining Foam Alive and 
Clear Slime!  Kids will love mixing them together. 
The combination gives the slime a slightly bumpy 
texture, making it super strong and elastic.  It even 
bounces!  Easy to form shapes too – get creative!  
Assorted colors.

#5935 
$5.00 each / $30.00 Pack (6 pc.)  
Printed Window Box.

NEON TRI-COLOR BUCKET
Comes with the three bright colors, for a total of 300 grams in a colorful 
bucket.  Mix the colors together for a visually moving experience you won’t 
soon forget.

#5908 
$10.00 each / $60.00 Pack (6 pc.)
Printed Bucket.

0 10984 05908 6

0 10984 05935 2

0 10984 05933 8
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BUCKET
Large Bucket that holds 200 grams of material. 
Three assorted colors.

#5901 
$7.50 each / $45.00 Pack (6 pc.)
Bucket with Printed Label.

MOTION MAGIC
50 grams packed inside a blister that allows 
you to see the motion of the material when 
turning it upside down.  Blister is reusable as a 
storage container. 
Three assorted colors.

#5902 
$2.50 each / $30.00 Pack (12 pc.)
Clamshell Blister.

MAKE ‘N’ MELT ICE CREAM KIT
Comes with 70 grams of 3 colors, Purple, Green and Red for 210 grams of 
“Flowing Fun”! Also includes cones and scoops to form your own Ice Cream 
Cones. Fill the cones and watch them melt and move in front of your eyes!

#5907
$10.00 each / $60.00 Pack (6 pc.)  
Printed Window Box.

0 10984 05907 9
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0 10984 05901 7

0 10984 05902 4

HOURGLASS
Comes with 50 grams of 2 colors for 100 grams 
of “Flowing Fun”! Mix the colors together and 
watch the magical movement start to happen!

#5904
$5.00 each / $30.00 Pack (6 pc.)  
Printed Hourglass.

0 10984 05904 8



FOAM ALIVE PLAY TRAY
#23019FA 
$2.00 each / $24.00 Pack (12 pc.)

FOAM ALIVE ACTIVITY CENTER
The best solution for merchandising Foam Alive within 
your store.  This display measures 17” Deep X 27.5” 
Wide X 35.5” Tall, so kids are able to get their “HANDS 
ON” experience.  Comes with bulk Foam Alive designed 
to fill the top of this display for a perfect in store 
demonstration. $45 or Free with $300 of Foam Alive 
products. 

#57000 
$45.00 each (1 pc.) Free with $300 of Foam Alive products

FOAM ALIVE DEMO BAG 200G
#59000D 

0 10984 57000 0

0 10984 59000 8

0 10984 23020 1

Play Tray and Foam Alive Demo Bags (400 grams) offered at no 
charge when ordered with 12 pcs. of any Foam Alive items. Must 
be listed separately on order to receive.

FOAM ALIVE 8



FLOOF9

FLOOF™ BUCKET
Contains 240 grams of Floof™ in a 
convenient storage bucket.

#4605 
$10.00 each / $60.00 Pack (6 pc.)  
Printed Bucket.

 

CATAPULT KINGDOM
Comes complete with 150 grams of Floof™, several castle molds, gateway 
with drawbridge, ladder, flags, 2 Knights and a real working Catapult to 
launch Floof™ bombs for lots of exciting play!

#4612
$12.50 each / $75.00 Pack (6 pc.)
Printed Box.

An amazing compound that feels 
lighter than air! Super moldable, 
super soft! You’ll get amazing 
details when you shape it with our 
tools, or make your own creations 
using just your hands. One thing’s 
for sure — once you feel it, you 
won’t want to put it down! 

0 10984 04612 3

0 10984 04605 5

ZOO BABIES
Comes complete with 120 grams 
of Floof™, cat track roller and three 
3-D animal molds: Elephant, Lion 
and Monkey. All packed inside a 
convenient storage bucket.

#4617
$7.50 each / $45.00 Pack (6 pc.)
Printed Bucket.

 0 10984 04617 8



FLOOF 10

POLAR BABIES
Comes complete with 120 grams of Floof™, paw print roller and three 3-D 
animal molds: Penguin, Polar Bear and Wolf. All packed inside a convenient 
storage bucket. 

#4602
$7.50 each / $45.00 Pack (6 pc.) 
Printed Bucket.

 

SNOWBALL MAKER
Comes complete with 150 grams of Floof™ and three different sized ball 
shaped molds in a convenient storage bucket. Makes 12-15 snowballs.

#4601
$7.50 each / $45.00 Pack (6 pc.) 
Printed Bucket.

 

DINO BABIES
Comes complete with 120 grams of Floof™, dino track roller and three 3-D 
dinosaur molds: Tyrannosaurus Rex, Stegosaurus and Triceratops.  All packed 
inside a convenient storage bucket.

#4616 
$7.50 each / $45.00 Pack (6 pc.) Printed Bucket.

MR. & MRS. SNOWMAN
Comes complete with 120 grams of Floof™, three different sized ball shaped 
molds for constructing the snow people and all the accessories to decorate 
them. All packed inside a convenient storage bucket.

#4600 
$7.50 each / $45.00 Pack (6 pc.) 
Printed Bucket.

 0 10984 04616 1

0 10984 04602 4

0 10984 04600 0

0 10984 04601 7



It looks and feels like real dirt, but 
without the mess! Soft, pliable 
and moldable like our original 
Sands Alive!, kids can play with the 
“Cleanest Dirt on Planet Earth” 
and their moms will love it.

PLAY DIRT11

SPECIAL FORCES
Set includes 1.5 pounds of Play Dirt, 
16 soldiers and two rock molds in a 
convenient storage bucket. 

#3010
$7.50 each / $45.00 Pack (6 pc.) 
Printed Bucket.

BAG O' DIRT 
Set includes 1.5 pounds of Play Dirt 
and 3 garden tools.

#3006 
$5.00 each / $30.00 Pack (6 pc.) 
Resealable Plastic Bag.

0 10984 03006 1

0 10984 03010 8

ATV ADVENTURE
Set includes: 2 pounds of Play Dirt, 2 ATVs (with real shocks!), Pebble Roller, 2 
Rocks, and 4 trees. Everything you need to create an awesome ATV adventure!

#3012
$12.50 each / $75.00 Pack (6 pc.) 
Printed Box.

0 10984 03012 2



12PLAY DIRT

CONSTRUCTION ZONE
Set includes 12 ounces of Play Dirt, 2 road signs and 
1 piece each road cone and barrel molds. 

#3011
$4.00 each / $48.00 Pack (12 pc.) 
Plastic Jar with color label.

BUGS IN-A JAR 
Set includes 12 ounces of Play Dirt and 2 
garden bugs.

#3004 
$4.00 each / $48.00 Pack (12 pc.) 
Plastic Jar with color label.

 

MONSTER TRUCK RALLY
Set includes 2 pounds of Play Dirt, 2 Friction Powered Monster Trucks, Road 
Roller and Play Mat for incredible Monster Truck action! Get creative and 
build roads, bumps and jumps!

#3005
$12.50 each / $75.00 Pack (6 pc.) 
Printed Box.

PIG PEN
Set includes 2 pounds of Play Dirt, 3 Piglets, 7 Fence Pieces (2 with Hinges 
and Gates), Farm Tractor and Play Mat. Everything you need to create a 
super cute Farm scene!

#3007
$12.50 each / $75.00 Pack (6 pc.) 
Printed Box.

0 10984 03007 8 0 10984 03005 4

0 10984 03004 7

0 10984 03011 5

PLAY DIRT BUCKET
3 pounds of Play Dirt in a convenient bucket 
ideal for storage when play time is over.

#3008
$12.50 each / $75.00 Pack (6 pc.) 
Printed Bucket.

0 10984 03008 5



SANDS ALIVE!13

Sands Alive! is the most amazing and 
unique learning and play compound
to enter the market in years. The only
way to describe the feeling of this 
material is sublime! The sensation is 
somewhat similar to cookie dough, 
yet it is totally dry to the touch. Pack 
it hard to make roads, then lift it up 
and watch it flow. Mold it into hard 
durable shapes, and with a soft 
touch, it will break apart and appear 
to move, almost as if it were alive!

SWEET TREATS
Set includes 1.5 pounds of Sand, 
ice cream cone, ice cream scooper, 
cupcake and 3 assorted ice cream 
toppers. All packed inside a 
convenient storage bucket.

#2518
$10.00 each / $60.00 Pack (6 pc.)
Printed Bucket.

THE SAND BOX
Contains 1 pound of Sand.

#2500
$4.00 each / $24.00 Pack (6 pc.) Printed Box.

0 10984 02518 0

0 10984 02500 5

CASTLES
Set includes 1.5 pounds of Sand and 
4 castle molds, all in a handy storage 
bucket.

#2519
$10.00 each / $60.00 Pack (6 pc.)
Printed Bucket.

0 10984 02519 7



PLAY TRAY
Play Tray and compound offered at no charge when ordered with 12 pcs. 
of any Sands Alive!™, Floof™ or Play Dirt items. Must be listed separately on 
order to receive. Please also specify which compound to include with the 
Play Tray per the items listed to the left.

#23019 
$2.00 each / $24.00 Pack (12 pc.) Bulk.

0 10984 23019 5

0 10984 22000 4

#22000D
Floof™ 120 g bag.

0 10984 24002 6

#24002D
Play Dirt 2 lb bag.0 10984 23003 4

#23003D
Sands Alive!™ 1.5 lb bag.

14SANDS ALIVE!

CASTLE TOPPERS AND PAVERS
Comes with 5 Castle Toppers, 1 Brick Paver, 1 
Pebble Paver and 2 Handles for making brick 
or pebble designs.

#2453
$2.50 each / $30.00 Pack (12 pc.) 
Net Bag with Header Card.

GEOMETRIC SHAPES
Comes with 6 assorted Molds to make 4  
Geometric Shapes.

#2451
$2.50 each / $30.00 Pack (12 pc.) 
Net Bag with Header Card.

JUNGLE FRIENDS
Comes with 6 parts that form together into 3-D 
Animals that can stand up on their own: Elephant, 
Lion and Monkey. Also includes 2 Sculpting Tools.

#2454 
$2.50 each / $30.00 Pack (12 pc.) 
Net Bag with Header Card.

 
0 10984 02453 4

0 10984 02451 0

0 10984 02454 1



TAFFIL™ BUCKET
100 grams in storage bucket. Three  
assorted colors.

#52999 
$4.00 each / $24.00 Pack (6 pc.)
Plastic Bucket with Label.

BUCKET
Each bucket comes packed with 350 
grams of material. Assorted colors.

#357 
$7.50 each / $45.00 Pack (6 pc.)  
Printed Bucket.

TUBS
Each bucket comes packed with 120 grams of 
material. Assorted colors.

#356 
$3.50 each / $42.00 Pack  (12 pc.) 
Printed Tubs.

Taffil™ is a new super elastic bouncing 
compound that is incredibly stretchy 
and extraordinarily soft to the touch. 
Non-Sticky, simple to clean up, and 
easy to roll into rope and other shapes. 
Roll it into a ball and it will bounce right 
off the floor into your hands as well!

Play Visions introduces yet another 
new compound category, Squish Alive! 
The first introduction we call Fluff 
Butter and more unique materials are 
currently in development. Fluff Butter is 
the softest, most pliable, most stretchy, 
most sublime material you have ever 
laid your hands on. It feels like a soft 
flexible foam, but is highly elastic, 
and can be stretched a long way. One 
warning however, this material is highly 
addictive, one touch and you may have 
to go into counseling!

0 10984 00357 7

0 10984 00356 0

TAFFIL/SQUISH ALIVE15

0 10984 52999 2

TAFFIL™ 6PC TUBS
Each container holds 10 grams of Taffil™. Six tubs 
in six assorted colors per package. Also includes 
3 sculpting tools.

#53002 
$4.00 each / $24.00 Pack (6 pc.)
Acetate Box.

0 10984 53002 8



0 10984 47000 3

COMPATIBLE  
WITH:

SENSORY ACTIVITY CENTER
#47000
Whether you’re stocking Foam Alive™, Floof™, Play Dirt or Sands Alive!™, this compact floor display 
works for all. The display measures: 17” Deep X 27.5” Wide X 35.5” Tall, so kids are able to get their 
“Hands On” experience with their favorite materials. 

Comes with the compound of your choice to demo in the top of the display, so when ordering, make 
sure you indicate which brand you intend to fill it with:

#59000D – Foam Alive™ 
#22000D – Floof™ 
#24002D – Play Dirt 
#23003D – Sands Alive!™

$45.00 or free with $300 order per brand. 
Floor Display

16SENSORY CENTER



DELUXE CREATIVITY PLAYSET
Roll, press and play creatively with this deluxe playset filled with an 
assortment of modeling tools. Includes a six-stamp roller, six-way 
modeling tool, accessories and four tubs of 2 oz. dough.

#A1-1022
$12.50 each / $75.00 Pack (6 pc.)
Printed Window Box.

A brand that everyone knows.  
While squishing, rolling, pinching, 
patting and molding Crayola Dough, 
children develop the muscles in 
their fingers to improve dexterity 
and further strengthen their fine 
motor skills essential for writing.  
Lots of fun sets to elevate creativity 
and stay unplugged. 

CRAYOLA17

6 28165 71022 2
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 HAIR SALON CARRY CASE
Your on-the-go Mobile Hair Salon playset. Each 
playset includes two dough colors, molds, extruders 
and tools, all in a convenient take along case.

#A1-1930
$12.00 each / $48.00  Pack (4 pc.)
Carry Case.

6 28165 71930 0

 ICE CREAM CONES
Create your own ice cream cones and 
popsicles with this cute playset. Contains 2 
x 4 oz. dough tubs and accessories shown.

#A1-2087
$3.50 each / $42.00 Pack (12 pc.)  
Printed Box.

FAST FOOD FUN
Make Hamburgers, fries and chicken 
nuggets with this 11 pc set that includes 
2 hamburger molds, 1 cheese cutter, 1 
lettuce cutter, 1 fry cutter, 2 paper trays 
and 4  
dough packs.

#A1-2086
$3.50 each / $42.00 Pack (12 pc.)   
Printed Box .

6 28165 72086 3

6 28165 72087 0



PIZZA PARTY PLAYSET
Create your own pizza with this 
themed playset which includes a set 
of unique stamps, molds, cutters and 
rollers. Contains 2 x 2 oz. dough tubs 
and accessories.

#A1-1011 
$5.00 each / $30.00 Pack (6 pc.) 
Printed Box.

CANDY SHOP PLAYSET 
Candy themed playset with a set of 
unique stamps, molds, cutters and 
rollers. Contains 2 x 2 oz. dough tubs 
and accessories.

#A1-1010
$5.00 each / $30.00 Pack (6 pc.)
Printed Box.

SEA EXPLORERS
This ocean playset allows you to 
create many underwater creatures 
including 3D figures. Contains 2 x 2 
oz. dough tubs and accessories.

#A1-1969 
$5.00 each / $30.00 Pack (6 pc.) 
Printed Box.

BARNYARD FRIENDS
Fun on the Farm creating your 
favorite animals including 3D figures. 
Contains 2 x 2 oz. dough tubs and 
accessories.

#A1-1965
$5.00 each / $30.00 Pack (6 pc.)
Printed Box.

CRAYOLA19

6 28165 71969 0 6 28165 71965 2

6 28165 71011 6

6 28165 71010 9



BURGER CHEF PLAYSET
You’re on your way to becoming 
a backyard bbq chef. Mold, press, 
roll and cut the colorful Crayola 
modeling dough into burgers and 
other cookout items. Contains 3 x 2 
oz. dough tubs and accessories.

#A1-1014 
$7.50 each / $45.00 Pack (6 pc.) 
Printed Box.

ICE CREAM PARLOR  
PLAYSET
Welcome to the Crayola Ice Cream 
Parlor. Step inside and make 
wonderful ice cream treats that will 
leave you craving more. Contains 3 x 
2 oz. dough tubs and accessories.

#A1-1015
$7.50 each / $45.00 Pack (6 pc.) 
Printed Box.

UNDERSEA ADVENTURE 
PLAYSET
This ocean playset allows you to create 
many underwater creatures including 
3D figures. Contains 3 x 2 oz. dough 
tubs and accessories.

#A1-1970
$7.50 each / $45.00 Pack (6 pc.) 
Printed Box.

FUN ON THE FARM 
PLAYSET
Fun on the Farm creating your 
favorite animals including 3D figures. 
Contains 3 x 2 oz. dough tubs and 
accessories.

#A1-1966
$7.50 each / $45.00 Pack (6 pc.) 
Printed Box.

20CRAYOLA
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6 28165 71970 6 6 28165 71966 9
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DINO ISLAND PLAYSET
Make colorful Crayola dough dinos with a 
variety of molds. Build a prehistoric landscape of 
waterfalls and erupting volcanoes. Contains 4 x 2 
oz. dough tubs and accessories including a play 
mat, 6 crayons and 3 coloring pages.

#A1-1907
$10.00 each / $40.00 Pack (4 pc.)
Printed Box.

CRAYOLA21

BARNYARD PLAY CENTER
Fun on the Farm creating your favorite 
animals including 3D figures. Contains 3 
x 2 oz. dough tubs, barn, play mat and 
accessories.

#A1-1967
$10.00 each / $40.00 Pack (4 pc.)
Printed Box.

6 28165 71907 2

6 28165 71967 6



5 OZ. TUBS DISPLAY
Mold, shape and mix this safe, 
pliable dough in classic Crayola 
colors all contained in a crayon-
shaped tub. 5oz. Dough in a plastic 
canister. Assorted colors.

#A1-1003 
$1.00 each / $24.00 Display (24 pc.) 
Printed Display.

CRAYOLA® DOUGH  
PARTY PACK
Party pack of 1 oz. dough in  
assorted colors. Each pack contains 15 x 1 oz. dough.

#A1-2015
$3.50 each / $21.00 Pack (6 pc.)
Printed Polybag.

BUCKET
For those that need quantity, bucket contains more than 2 lbs. of dough 
in assorted colors. Lid is designed with cute animal impressions so you 
can mold your favorite friends. Each bucket contains 8 pieces of dough, 
totaling 2.2 lbs.

#A1-2027
$7.50 each / $30.00 Pack (4 pc.)
Plastic Bucket.

22CRAYOLA
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PUFFER FISH SQUIRT
#SQPO 
$3.50 each / $84.00 Pack (24 pc.) Hang Tag.

STINGRAY SQUIRT
#SQSR
$5.00 each / $90.00 Pack (18 pc.) Hang Tag. 

GREAT WHITE SHARK POOL 
PREDATOR 

Coming to a pool or bathtub near you...the world’s 
most impressive inflatable squirt toy! Soft, safe 
“skin” feels just like the real thing! 25" size.

#ISHARK 
$9.50 each / $85.50 Pack (9 pc.) 
Header Card.

0 10984 00091 0

0 10984 00100 9

0 10984 00098 9

A brand of fun novelty toys that 
are designed to inform, educate, 
and inspire children to learn about 
the animals of the Earth and the 
natural world around them.  

CLUB EARTH23

SHARK SQUIRT
#SQSH
$3.50 each / $84.00 Pack (24 pc.) Hang Tag. 

0 10984 00113 9
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CROCODILE BIG BITES

#BBCR
$3.00 each / $36.00 Pack (12 pc.)  
Hang Tag.

 

T-REX BIG BITE
#BBDI
$3.00 each / $36.00 Pack (12 pc.) 
Hang Tag.

GREAT WHITE  
BIG BITES
#BBGW
$3.00 each / $36.00 Pack (12 pc.) 
Hang Tag.

 

MIGHTY BITES DINOSAUR

Kids can turn themselves into a T-Rex for a ferocious 
good time. Made of soft flexible material, it’s super 
easy to position the straps over both ears and the 
dino’s mouth and nose onto their face for a hilarious 
prehistoric transformation! Two assorted colors.

#MBDI 
$2.50 each / $30.00 Pack (12 pc.) 
Hang Tag.

  

MIGHTY BITES SHARK

Kids can turn themselves into a great white shark for a 
ferocious good time.

#MBSH 
$2.50 each / $30.00 Pack (12 pc.) 
Hang Tag.

MIGHTY BITES GATOR

Kids can turn themselves into an alligator for a 
ferocious good time.

#MBGA 
$2.50 each / $30.00 Pack (12 pc.) 
Hang Tag.

0 10984 00217 4

0 10984 00007 1

0 10984 00307 2

0 10984 00306 5
0 10984 00305 8

0 10984 00218 1

UNICORN BIG 
BITES

Three assorted colors.

#BBUN
$3.00 each / $36.00 Pack (12 
pc.) Hang Tag.

PUPPY BITES
#BBPU
$3.00 each / $36.00 Pack (12 pc.) 
Hang Tag.

0 10984 00163 4

0 10984 00308 9

REPTAILS

Check out this 22” spiky tail that kids 
can strap onto their waist for some 
great pretend play. Made of soft PVC 
with poly stuffing so its safe and scary 
at the same time!

#RETA
$10.00 each / $60.00 Pack (6 pc.) 
Hang Tag.

0 10984 00006 4
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PENGUIN ERASE-AMALS
#ERPE
$1.25 each / $15.00 Pack (12 pc.) Acetate Box.

GATOR ERASE-AMALS
#ERGA
$1.25 each / $15.00 Pack (12 pc.) Acetate Box.

SEA TURTLE ERASE-AMALS
#ERST
$1.25 each / $15.00 Pack (12 pc.) Acetate Box.

0 10984 00002 6 0 10984 00003 3 0 10984 00001 9

PALEO PUZZLERS

Open the eggs and construct a dino 
skeleton that is 9-10” size. Four assorted 
pre-historic animals, T-Rex, Stegosaurus, 
Brachiosaurus and Triceratops. 

#PAPU
$3.00 each / $24.00 Display (8 pc.) Display Box.

U|xaBAJIEy00199nzW
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STRETCH! RAYS
#STRY
$1.15 each / $27.60 Pack (24 pc.) 
Polybag with Header Card.

STRETCH! SNAKES
#STSN 
$1.15 each / $27.60 Pack (24 pc.) 
Polybag with Header Card.

STRETCH! DINOSAURS
#STDI
$1.15 each / $27.60 Pack (24 pc.) 
Polybag with Header Card.

STRETCH! LIZARDS
#STLI
$1.15 each / $27.60 Pack (24 pc.) 
Polybag with Header Card.

STRETCH! BUTTERFLIES
#STBU
$1.15 each / $27.60 Pack (24 pc.) 
Polybag with Header Card.

STRETCH! TURTLES
#STTU
$1.15 each / $27.60 Pack (24 pc.) 
Polybag with Header Card.

STRETCH! FROGS
#STFR
$1.15 each / $27.60 Pack (24 pc.) 
Polybag with Header Card.

STRETCH! ROBOTS
#STRO
$1.15 each / $27.60 Pack (24 pc.) 
Polybag with Header Card.

STRETCH! TROPICAL FISH
#STTF
$1.15 each / $27.60 Pack (24 pc.) 
Polybag with Header Card.

STRETCH! BODY BITS
#STBO
$1.15 each / $27.60 Pack (24 pc.) 
Polybag with Header Card.

STRETCH! SEALIFE
#STSL 
$1.15 each / $27.60 Pack (24 pc.) 
Polybag with Header Card.

0 10984 00085 9

0 10984 00065 1 0 10984 00064 4 0 10984 00078 1 0 10984 00052 1
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MEGA STRETCH LEMUR
#STMLE
$2.50 each / $60.00 Pack (24 pc.)  
Blister Card.

MEGA STRETCH FROG

Assorted colors.

#STMFR
$2.50 each / $60.00 Pack (24 pc.) Blister Card.

MEGA STRETCH SNAKE

Assorted colors.

#STMSN
$2.50 each / $60.00 Pack (24 pc.) Blister Card.

MEGA STRETCH LIZARD

Assorted colors.

#STMLI
$2.50 each / $60.00 Pack (24 pc.) Blister Card.

MEGA STRETCH 
CROCODILE
#STMCR
$2.50 each / $60.00 Pack (24 pc.)  
Blister Card.

MEGA STRETCH  
SEA TURTLE
#STMTU
$2.50 each / $60.00 Pack (24 pc.)  
Blister Card.

MEGA STRETCH RAY

Assorted styles.
#STMRY 
$2.50 each / $60.00 Pack (24 pc.)  
Blister Card.

MEGA STRETCH SHARK

Assorted styles.

#STMSH
$2.50 each / $60.00 Pack (24 pc.) Blister Card.

0 10984 00004 0

0 10984 00063 7 0 10984 00103 0 0 10984 00125 2 0 10984 00073 6

0 10984 00337 9
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RAINFOREST 
MEGA STRETCH! PAIRS 

Frogs, Lizards, and Snakes, packed two on 
a blistercard. Rainforest Mega Stretch Pairs 
are a double dose of stretchy fun! Three 
assorted styles.

#STMPR
$4.00 each / $48.00 Pack (12 pc.) Blister Card.

STRETCH MEGALEGS!

Leap into a world of fun with our super-
stretchy frogs in rainforest hues. Their 
legs just go on and on - give them a tug, 
and you can stretch them to FIVE FEET! 
Just remember … don’t try that with a real 
frog, ok? 

#MLFROG
$3.25 each / $78.00 Pack (24 pc.) Blister Card.

MEGA STRETCH OCTOPUS

Assorted colors.

#STMOC
$2.50 each / $60.00 Pack (24 pc.)
Blister Card.

MEGA STRETCH WORM
#STMWO
$2.50 each / $60.00 Pack (24 pc.)
Blister Card.

0 10984 00021 7

0 10984 00005 7

0 10984 00071 2

0 10984 00086 6



SQUISHY MORPH FISH

Filled with sand that allows the figures to stretch and remain in their 
elongated shape…one can then reform them to the original size and 
shape.  7” size – two assorted styles.

#SMFI 
$3.00 each / $36 Pack (12 pc.) 
Blister Card.

SHARK SLIPPER

A new addition to our Sea Slippers – now filled with mini sharks!

#SLSH
$2.50 each / $45.00 Pack (18 pc.)  
Blister Card with “Try Me” Window.

0 10984 00070 5

0 10984 00027 9

0 10984 00015 6
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SEA SLIPPER

Everybody’s favorite. You STILL can’t pick them up OR put them down! 

#SLSL 
$2.50 each / $45.00 Pack (18 pc.) 
Blister Card with "Try Me" Window.

0 10984 00014 9

URCHIN  TUMBLERS

Just toss these sticky mini urchins on a 
window and watch them race down the 
surface.  Great Action!

#URTU 
$1.75 each / $42 Pack (24 pc.)  
Blister Card.
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OOEY GOOEY OCTOPUS

Assorted colors.

#FIGO
$3.00 each / $36.00 Pack (12 pc.) 
Net Bag with Header Card.

LIGHT UP OOEY GOOEY 
STARFISH

Assorted colors.

#FIGSL 
$3.50 each / $42.00 Pack (12 pc.)
Net Bag with Header Card.

OOEY GOOEY FROG

Assorted colors.

#FIGF
$3.00 each / $36.00 Pack (12 pc.) 
Net Bag with Header Card.

OOEY GOOEY JELLYFISH

Assorted colors.

#FIGJ
$3.00 each / $36.00 Pack (12 pc.) 
Net Bag with Header Card.

0 10984 00024 8

0 10984 00026 2

0 10984 00025 5
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MY LITTLE CARRY ON –
WILDLIFE

PVC animal figurines in a nice little suitcase 
storage unit. 6 styles assorted.

#WICO 
$2.50 each / $30 Pack (12 pc.) 
Plastic Case with Header Card.

U|xaBAJIEy00213qzZ 

MY LITTLE CARRY ON –
SEALIFE

PVC sealife figurines in a nice little suitcase 
storage unit. 8 styles assorted. 

#SECO
$2.50 each / $30 Pack (12 pc.) 
Plastic Case with Header Card..

U|xaBAJIEy00212tz]   
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FROG FLINGERS

Shoot your Frog Flingers at a colorful target 
that displays an array of yummy bugs. 
SPLAT! Four soft, stretchy, sticky slingshots 
and a giant fold-out target. 

#FGFR 
$3.00 each / $54.00 Pack (18 pc.) Blister Card.

U|xaBAJIEy00043tz]

FROG FEAST

Sticky toys that are actually games –– each player 
flicks his critter’s tongue to see who can pick up 
more shiny little flies. Two frogs, 8 flies and lots of 
fun.

#SSFF
$3.00 each / $72.00 Pack (24 pc.) Blister Card.

U|xaBAJIEy00039mzV

BANANA SLUGFEST

Sticky, slimy, creepy, crawly 4" Banana Slugs 
crawling up a tree in a neighborhood near 
you! Made of soft elastic stretchy material, 
these are so real looking they even made 
us shiver! 

#SLUG
$1.50 each / $36.00 Pack (24 pc.) Blister Card.

0 10984 00049 1
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JUNGLE JACKS

8 vivid rainforest frogs and a colorful superball give 
new “legs” to this venerable game that kids of all 
generations love to play. 

#JAJU
$2.75 each / $66.00 Pack (24 pc.) Blister Card.

U|xaBAJIEy00061nzW

SHARK JACKS

We searched the briney depths and came up with 
our thrashing, splashing, jacktastic Shark Jacks!

#JASH
$2.75 each / $66.00 Pack (24 pc.) Blister Card.

U|xaBAJIEy00083pzY

RAPTOR JACKS

Raptor Jacks take the classic game of jacks one 
step back in time! Just bounce the swirly ball and 
try to grab a handful of snarling velociraptors! 

#JADI
$2.75 each / $66.00 Pack (24 pc.) Blister Card.

U|xaBAJIEy00060qzZ

PENGUIN PARADE

Such cuties! Six figurines, ranging from 
4.5" to 2" in height, stacked neatly inside 
of each other like Russian Nesting Dolls. 
They’re hollow for storing all your “secret 
stuff” too! 

#PAPE 
$7.50 each / $90.00 Pack (12 pc.) Blister Card.

U|xaBAJIEy00278pzY
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GATOR EYEPOPS

Remember those magical blow-pipes that made a 
ball seem to hover in mid-air? Well, our irresistibly 
silly Eyepops have TWO floating eyes that go up 
& down & whirl around when you puff. 

#EBGA
$2.50 each / $60.00 Pack (24 pc.) Blister Card.

U|xaBAJIEy00079sz\

SPACE SPECS

Try on a pair of futuristic Space Specs, and see the world from a robot’s 
point of view! Comfortable frames hold kaleidoscopic lenses that you can 
rotate, mutating the scene with every turn.

#SPSP 
$3.50 each / $42.00 Pack (12 pc.) Blister Card.

U|xaBAJIEy00130qzZ

FLY EYES

Explore your world through Fly Eyes! Each faceted lens on these unique 
glasses rotates to produce a fantastic kaleidoscopic effect. 

#FEYE
$3.50 each / $42.00 Pack (12 pc.) Blister Card.

U|xaBAJIEy00057qzZ

CROC POPPERZ 

A real Reptilian Blast! This Croc-shaped foam 
dart shooter comes right out of the Nile River in 
Tanzania. Complete with 3 soft and safe foam 
darts. 

#POCR
$3.50 each / $42.00 Pack (12 pc.) Blister Card.

U|xaBAJIEy00069tz]

AIRSHARK GLIDER

It’s a bird … it’s a plane … no, it’s AirShark, 
the glider with attitude! Soft and safe with 
rubber band propulsion, it flies over 50 feet. 9" 
wingspan. 

#ASGL
$5.00 each / $60.00 Pack (12 pc.) Blister Card.

U|xaBAJIEy00101qzZ
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GALACTIC SLIDE SHOW

Mini projector with 3 discs for a total of 
24 space themed images to view! Or 
use without the discs as a great little 
flashlight! Batteries included.

#SSGA
$2.50 each / $30.00 Pack (12 pc.) Blister Card.

SEALIFE SLIDE SHOW

Mini projector with 3 discs for a total of 
24 Sealife images to view! Or use without 
the discs as a great little flashlight! 
Batteries included.

#SSSL
$2.50 each / $30.00 Pack (12 pc.) Blister Card.

WILDLIFE SLIDE SHOW

Mini projector with 3 discs for a total 
of 24 Wildlife images to view! Or use 
without the discs as a great little 
flashlight! Batteries included.

#SSWL
$2.50 each / $30.00 Pack (12 pc.) Blister Card.

DINOSAUR SLIDE SHOW

Mini projector with 3 discs for a total 
of 24 Dinosaur images to view! Or 
use without the discs as a great little 
flashlight! Batteries included.

#SSDI
$2.50 each / $30.00 Pack (12 pc.) Blister Card.

PANDA SLIDE SHOW

Mini projector with 3 discs for a total of 
24 Panda images to view! Or use without 
the discs for a great little flashlight!  
Batteries included.

#SSPA
$2.50 each / $30.00 Pack (12 pc.) Blister Card.

MERMAID SLIDE SHOW

Mini projector with 3 discs for a total 
of 24 Mermaid images to view! Or 
use without the discs for a great little 
flashlight! Batteries included.

#SSME
$2.50 each / $30.00 Pack (12 pc.) Blister Card.

UNICORN SLIDE SHOW

Mini projector with 3 discs for a total 
of 24 Unicorn images to view! Or 
use without the discs as a great little 
flashlight! Batteries included.

#SSUN
$2.50 each / $30.00 Pack (12 pc.) Blister Card.

T-REX WILD SCOPE
#WSTR
$3.00 each / $36.00 Pack (12 pc.) Blister Card.

0 10984 00020 0 0 10984 00023 1 0 10984 00185 6

0 10984 00186 3 0 10984 00184 9 0 10984 00131 3 0 10984 00132 0



SUDDENLY GIANT UNICORN EGGS

Just add water to these colorful Unicorn Eggs and in a short time, they will 
start to expand and grow.  Take them out of water and they return to their 
original size.  Can be used over and over again.

#SSGUE 
$3.00 each / $72.00 Pack (24 pc.) 
Blister Card.

SUDDENLY GIANT DRAGON EGGS

Just add water to these colorful Dragon Eggs and in a short time, they will start 
to expand and grow. Take them out of water and they return to their original 
size.  Can be used over and over again.

#SSGDE
$3.00 each / $72.00 Pack (24 pc.) 
Blister Card.

0 10984 00012 50 10984 00011 8
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0 10984 00046 0 0 10984 00090 3

SUDDENLY SNOW!

Just pour out a small amount of Suddenly Snow 
crystals, add water, and watch the snow grow 
and grow and GROW, creating mountains of cool, 
puffy play stuff. Pop some in the freezer and make 
snowballs or use it in arts and crafts projects.

#SSTT
$2.50 each / $60.00 Pack (24 pc.)  
Blister Card.

SUDDENLY GIANT FISH EGGS

Put these colorful tiny “eggs” in water, and in a short 
time, they will grow into monster-sized jelly-like 
marbles. Dry them out, and they return to their 
original size; you can re-use them over and over 
again. 

#SSGFE
$3.00 each / $72.00 Pack (24 pc.)  
Blister Card.

0 10984 00019 4

SUDDENLY GIANT SQUID EGGS

Put these “eggs” in water, wait twenty four hours 
or more, and they will grow into beautifully 
colored transparent balls, over 2 inches in size! 
20 eggs per tube. Assorted colors.

#SSGSE
$3.00 each / $72.00 Pack (24 pc.)
Blister Card.



TOUCHABUBBLES

Touchabubbles harden when they 
contact the air. An all-time best-seller!  

#TBTT
$1.75 each / $42.00 Pack (24 pc.)  
Blister Card.

U|xaBAJIEy00018rzu

GLITTER 
TOUCHABUBBLES 

Assorted colors.

#TBTG
$1.75 each / $42.00 Pack (24 pc.)  
Blister Card.

U|xaBAJIEy00031qzZ

GLOW MOONSTONES

Light your way in the dark with your own moonstones! Each package contains 30 
glow in the dark moonstones. 

#GIDM
$3.00 each / $72.00 Pack (24 pc.) Blister Card.

U|xaBAJIEy00009pzY

CLUB EARTH 36

RAINFOREST STRETCH! TO GO

Cute carrying case packed with an assortment of our Stretchy Rainforest 
creatures.  Includes Tree Frogs, Geckos, Crocodiles and Chameleons.  Super 
stretchy fun on the go!

#STTGR
$5.00 each / $60.00 Pack (12 pc.). 
Clear plastic Suitcase with Hang Tag.

STRETCH! TO GO

We packed this assortment of stretchy frogs, lizards and snakes into a reusable 
suitcase that kids will love as much as the goodies inside. For fun on the run, 
it’s Stretch To Go!

#STTG
$5.00 each / $60.00 Pack (12 pc.). 
Clear plastic Suitcase with Hang Tag.

0 10984 00022 4 0 10984 00075 0
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MEGA MARBLES37

Marble Nets: each themed item includes fun facts, game rules, 
one shooter sized marble (25mm) and 53 player sized marbles 
(16mm). 53 great styles to choose from.

There isn’t a better marble product  
in the market, with vibrant colors, 
great packaging and a great 
consumer following. 

SLOTH GAME
#77841
$1.60 each / $6.40 Pack (4 pc.)
Net Bag with Header Card.

ELEPHANT GAME
#77842
$1.60 each / $6.40 Pack (4 pc.)
Net Bag with Header Card.

ROOSTER GAME
#77721
$1.60 each / $6.40 Pack (4 pc.)
Net Bag with Header Card.

WHITE TIGER GAME
#77774
$1.60 each / $6.40 Pack (4 pc.)
Net Bag with Header Card.

PANDA GAME
#77782
$1.60 each / $6.40 Pack (4 pc.)
Net Bag with Header Card.

CAT’S EYE GAME
#77658
$1.60 each / $6.40 Pack (4 pc.)
Net Bag with Header Card.

LLAMA GAME
#77839
$1.60 each / $6.40 Pack (4 pc.)
Net Bag with Header Card.

HEDGEHOG GAME
#77840
$1.60 each / $6.40 Pack (4 pc.)
Net Bag with Header Card.
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PARROT GAME
#77819
$1.60 each / $6.40 Pack (4 pc.)
Net Bag with Header Card.

BALD EAGLE GAME
#77817
$1.60 each / $6.40 Pack (4 pc.)
Net Bag with Header Card.

PEACOCK GAME
#77757
$1.60 each / $6.40 Pack (4 pc.)
Net Bag with Header Card.

OWL GAME
#77685
$1.60 each / $6.40 Pack (4 pc.)
Net Bag with Header Card.

BUTTERFLY GAME
#77768
$1.60 each / $6.40 Pack (4 pc.)
Net Bag with Header Card.

POLAR BEAR GAME
#77734
$1.60 each / $6.40 Pack (4 pc.)
Net Bag with Header Card.

ZEBRA GAME
#77737
$1.60 each / $6.40 Pack (4 pc.)
Net Bag with Header Card.

BENGAL TIGER GAME
#77351
$1.60 each / $6.40 Pack (4 pc.)
Net Bag with Header Card.

WOLF GAME
#77818
$1.60 each / $6.40 Pack (4 pc.)
Net Bag with Header Card.

   

BLUE JAY GAME
#77575
$1.60 each / $6.40 Pack (4 pc.)
Net Bag with Header Card.

BUMBLEBEE GAME
#77689
$1.60 each / $6.40 Pack (4 pc.)
Net Bag with Header Card.

DRAGONFLY GAME
#77719 
$1.60 each / $6.40 Pack (4 pc.) 
Net Bag with Header Card.
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SERPENT GAME
#77672
$1.60 each / $6.40 Pack (4 pc.)
Net Bag with Header Card.

SEA TURTLE GAME
#77744
$1.60 each / $6.40 Pack (4 pc.)
Net Bag with Header Card.

OCTOPUS GAME
#77701
$1.60 each / $6.40 Pack (4 pc.)
Net Bag with Header Card.

TIGER SHARK GAME
#77350
$1.60 each / $6.40 Pack (4 pc.)
Net Bag with Header Card.

BLUE DOLPHIN GAME
#77587
$1.60 each / $6.40 Pack (4 pc.)
Net Bag with Header Card.

BELUGA GAME
#77785
$1.60 each / $6.40 Pack (4 pc.)
Net Bag with Header Card.

ELECTRIC EEL GAME
#77758
$1.60 each / $6.40 Pack (4 pc.)
Net Bag with Header Card.

LADYBUG GAME
#77780
$1.60 each / $6.40 Pack (4 pc.) 
Net Bag with Header Card.

MONARCH GAME
#77779
$1.60 each / $6.40 Pack (4 pc.)
Net Bag with Header Card.

TARANTULA GAME 
#77784
$1.60 each / $6.40 Pack (4 pc.)
Net Bag with Header Card.

STINGRAY GAME
#77832
$1.60 each / $6.40 Pack (4 pc.)
Net Bag with Header Card.

JELLYFISH GAME
#77787
$1.60 each / $6.40 Pack (4 pc.)
Net Bag with Header Card.
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MILKY WAY GAME
#77660
$1.60 each / $6.40 Pack (4 pc.)
Net Bag with Header Card.

JUNGLE GAME 
#77717
$1.60 each / $6.40 Pack (4 pc.)
Net Bag with Header Card.

EARTH GAME
#77356
$1.60 each / $6.40 Pack (4 pc.)
Net Bag with Header Card.

SUN GAME
#77747
$1.60 each / $6.40 Pack (4 pc.)
Net Bag with Header Card.

METEOR GAME
#77591
$1.60 each / $6.40 Pack (4 pc.)
Net Bag with Header Card.

JUPITER GAME
#77588
$1.60 each / $6.40 Pack (4 pc.)
Net Bag with Header Card.

STARFISH GAME
#77365
$1.60 each / $6.40 Pack (4 pc.)
Net Bag with Header Card.

MOON GLOW MARBLES

Same as our other Marble Nets, but 
this one has a special shooter that 
glows in the dark!

#77866
$1.60 each / $6.40 Pack (4 pc.)
Net Bag with Header Card.

SEAHORSE GAME
#77362
$1.60 each / $6.40 Pack (4 pc.)
Net Bag with Header Card.

BLUE TANG GAME 
#77755
$1.60 each / $6.40 Pack (4 pc.)
Net Bag with Header Card.

CLOWNFISH GAME
#77733
$1.60 each / $6.40 Pack (4 pc.)
Net Bag with Header Card.

STARDUST GAME
#77679
$1.60 each / $6.40 Pack (4 pc.)
Net Bag with Header Card.
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WIZARD GAME
#77352
$1.60 each / $6.40 Pack (4 pc.)
Net Bag with Header Card.

DRAGON GAME
#77702
$1.60 each / $6.40 Pack (4 pc.)
Net Bag with Header Card.

MEGABOT GAME
#77383
$1.60 each / $6.40 Pack (4 pc.)
Net Bag with Header Card.

PIRATE GAME
#77820
$1.60 each / $6.40 Pack (4 pc.)
Net Bag with Header Card.

ENCHANTED FOREST GAME
#77382
$1.60 each / $6.40 Pack (4 pc.)
Net Bag with Header Card.

MERMAID GAME 
#77830
$1.60 each / $6.40 Pack (4 pc.)
Net Bag with Header Card.

ICE QUEEN GAME
#77380
$1.60 each / $6.40 Pack (4 pc.)
Net Bag with Header Card.

UNICORN GAME
#77833
$1.60 each / $6.40 Pack (4 pc.)
Net Bag with Header Card.

SUNRISE GAME
#77381
$1.60 each / $6.40 Pack (4 pc.)
Net Bag with Header Card.

30 PC. REPLACE-
MENT MARBLES

30 piece set to replace the 
game marbles in your house. 
Player sized marbles (14mm).

#77577
$1.35 each / $5.40 Pack (4 pc.)
Net Bag with Header Card.

PAK-A-GAME

Comes with assorted style 
marbles and includes one 
shooter sized marble (25mm) 
and 24 player sized marbles 
(16mm).

#77792
$1.60 each / $6.40 Pack (4 pc.)
Net Bag with Header Card.

7 54316 77577 9

7 54316 77792 6
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60 PC. REPLACEMENT MARBLES

60 piece set to replace the game marbles in your house. Player sized marbles 
(14mm).

#77805
$2.00 each / $8.00 Pack (4 pc.)
Net Bag with Header Card.

PAK-A-SHOOTERS

Comes with 6 shooter sized marbles 
(25mm).

#77793
$1.35 each / $5.40 Pack (4 pc.)
Net Bag with Header Card.

POUND OF ROUNDS

Comes with one pound of  
randomly assorted sized marbles.

#77725
$2.65 each / $10.60 Pack (4 pc.)
Net Bag with Header Card.

CLASSIC ASSORTMENT

Comes with Classic Style marbles and 
includes one shooter sized marble 
(25mm) and 24 player sized marbles 
(16mm).

#77348
$1.85 each / $7.40 Pack (4 pc.)
Net Bag with Header Card.

7 54316 77805 3
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JR. GOOD JOB!™ JAR – 100+ MARBLES

A reward system using marbles to reinforce good behavior. Includes instructions, colorful 
marbles, and a storage pouch in a reusable canister with convenient handled lid that lays flat 
for storage.

#93670
$8.00 each / $48.00 Pack (6 pc.)
Jar with Printed Label.

SOLAR SYSTEM MARBLE SET

Includes 10 assorted marbles: one mammoth sized (42mm), one boulder sized (35mm), 
three shooter sized (25mm), three player sized (16mm), one small round sized (14mm), and 
one peewee sized (12 mm) marbles. Also includes 10 display rings to showcase the planet 
marbles on a desk or table.

#93658
$8.00 each / $24.00 Pack (3 pc.)
Blister Card.

SOLAR SYSTEM GAME

Includes 10 assorted marbles: one 
boulder sized (35mm), nine shooter sized 
(25mm), and 10 display rings to showcase 
the planet marbles on a desk or table.

#93759
$3.50 each / $14.00 Pack (4 pc.)
Net Bag with Header Card.

OCEANS OF  
THE WORLD 
MARBLE SET

Includes 10 assorted 
marbles, different sizes 
and colors to represent 
many oceans of the world.  
Also includes 10 display 
rings and oceans template 
to showcase these 
beautiful marbles. 

#77865
$8.00 each / $24.00 Pack 
(3 pc.) Blister Card.

ROCKET MARBLES

Cute container shaped like a rocket 
ship filled with 500 grams (19 oz.) of 
assorted marbles. 

#77864
$4.00 each / $24.00 Pack (6 pc.)  
Plastic Container with Printed Label. 

7 54316 93670 5

7 54316 93658 3

7 54316 93759 7



MEGA MARBLES 44

8-PEG COUNTER DISPLAY

This 8 peg counter display holds 32 net bags of marbles.

#99502
$15.00 each / $15.00 (1 pc.)
Display is free with an order of 128 net bags of marbles.

48-PEG SPINNER RACK

This 48 peg floor display holds 192 net bags of marbles. 

#77601
$50.00 each / $50.00 (1 pc.)
Display is free with an order of 384 net bags of marbles.

0 10984 99502 5 0 10984 77601 3



GIANT STRESS BALL45

GIANT STRESS BALL
Wow! What a relief! Just squeeze 
and knead this giant stress ball to 
experience true tranquility.

#2244
$10.00 each / $60.00 Pack (6 pc.)  
Printed Box.

0 10984 02244 8

GIANT GUMBALL
So soft, so smooth and scented like 
Bubblegum! Squeeze it, stretch it and 
soothe your stress away!

#2257
$10.00 each / $60.00 Pack (6 pc.) 
Printed Box.

GIANT CHEESE
Check out this giant piece of cheese 
filled with super soft filling.  Super 
squeezable and soothing to the 
senses!

#2254
$10.00 each / $60.00 Pack (6 pc.) 
Printed Box.

0 10984 02254 7

0 10984 02257 8



46GIANT STRESS BALL

GIANT COLOR MORPH  
BUBBLE BALL
Filled with a brightly colored fluffy foam, 
everytime you squeeze, dozens of  
colorful “bubbles” emerge, and when  
you let go, they magically flow back  
into the original ball shape.

#2250
$10.00 each / $60.00 Pack (6 pc.) Printed Box.

GIANT BEAD BALL
Filled with water beads, squeeze 
it, and the beads glide through 
your fingers for a super satisfying 
sensory experience!  

#2248
$10.00 each / $60.00 Pack (6 pc.)  
Printed Box.

0 10984 02248 6

0 10984 02250 9

0 10984 02252 3

GIANT BRAIN BALL
Filled with red fluffy foam, this realistic 
sized brain will sooth your most 
stressful moments.

#2252
$10.00 each / $60.00 Pack (6 pc.) 
Printed Box.



ODDBALLZ47

ICKY YICKY EYEBALL
#2400E
$3.25 each / $39.00 Display (12 pc.)
Net Bag with Header in Display Box.

ICKY YICKY BRAIN BALL
#2400B
$3.25 each / $39.00 Display (12 pc.)
Net Bag with Header in Display Box.

QUAD BALL
Unique design with 4 colors in 4 separate 
compartments. The “squeeze” will calm you down 
and the colors with make you smile!

#2431
$3.00 each / $36.00 Display (12 pc.)
Net Bag with Header in Display Box.

0 10984 02400 80 10984 12400 5

0 10984 02431 2

SQUISHY MORPH BALL
A soft skin filled with sand material, this ball 
allows the user to stretch and shape it many 
ways – make it flat, make it long, make it into a 
ball!  Assorted colors.

#2441
$3.00 each / $36.00 Display (12 pc.) 
Net Bag with Header in Display Box.

0 10984 02441 1



ODDBALLZ 48

GLITTER BEAD BALL
Beads and glitter in a flexible skin. 
Assorted colors.

#2109
$3.00 each / $36.00 Display (12 pc.) 
Net Bag with Header in Display Box.

CRYSTAL BEAD BALL
Brightly colored beads in a flexible 
skin. Assorted colors.

#2105
$3.00 each / $36.00 Display (12 pc.) 
Net Bag with Header in Display Box.

 

BUMPY GEL BALL
Smooth gel in a bumpy skin – super 
squishy fun! Assorted colors.

#2306
$2.50 each / $30.00 Display (12 pc.) 
Net Bag with Header in Display Box.

  

SLUSH BALL
Filled with tiny microbeads, this unique 
stress ball has a feeling unlike any you 
have experienced. Feels like slush when 
you squeeze it…highly soothing! Two 
colors assorted.

#2102
$2.50 each / $30.00 Display (12 pc.) 
Net Bag with Header in Display Box.

DNA BALL
Filled with mini spheres in hot neon  
colors. It’s visual… it’s tactile… it’s 
irresistible. Assorted colors.

#2493
$3.25 each / $39.00 Display (12 pc.) 
Net Bag with Header in Display Box.

SMILEY FACE BALL
Smile...be happy!

#2400SF
$3.25 each / $39.00 Display (12 pc.) 
Net Bag with Header in Display Box.

COLOR MORPH GEL BALL
These appear as one color on the outside, 
but when you squeeze them, they morph 
into another color! Assorted colors.

#2301
$2.50 each / $30.00 Display (12 pc.) 
Net Bag with Header in Display Box.

 

LIGHT UP DNA BALL
Filled with our smaller spheres in a 
transparent color with a slow color 
changing function. Fantastic visual 
effects with a great feeling. 

#2495 
$3.50 each / $42.00 Display (12 pc.) 
Net Bag with Header in Display Box.

 

LIGHT UP MOLECULE BALL
Filled with small transparent spheres and 
a color-changing light module, you get a 
great squishy feel as the light transmits 
through the mini balls inside for a 
wonderfully mesmerizing experience. 

#2490
$3.50 each / $42.00 Display (12 pc.) 
Net Bag with Header in Display Box.

0 10984 02109 0

0 10984 02102 1

0 10984 02306 3

0 10984 02493 0

0 10984 02301 8

0 10984 22400 2

0 10984 02105 2

0 10984 02490 9

0 10984 02495 4

LIGHT UP FROG EGG BALL
#2430
$3.50 each / $42.00 Display (12 pc.)
Net Bag with Header in Display Box.

0 10984 02430 5



49 BLOBZ/GROSS

BLOBZ
Throw against any flat surface (windows work 
best), and upon impact Blobz spread out flat, 
looking like you spilled something. Then, within 
seconds, they begin to reform to their original 
shape and “walk” down the wall or window. 
Assorted colors.

#2320
$1.75 each / $42.00 Pack (24 pc.) Clamshell Blister.

MONSTER BLOBZ
Just like the original Blobz with crazy funky 
Monster faces. Watch them splat flat on any solid 
surface and then reform into their original shapes. 
Assorted colors and styles.

#9348
$1.75 each / $42.00 Pack (24 pc.)  
Blister Card.

BRAIN BLOBZ
Make your brain go Splat! Works best  
on windows.

#2340
$2.00 each / $48.00 Pack (24 pc.)
Clamshell Blister.

BRAIN BUSTER
5.5" size elastic ball in the shape of a human 
brain. Throw it or just give it a squeeze for some 
brain busting fun!

#104393
$3.00 each / $36.00 Pack (12 pc.) 
Net Bag with Header.

GURGLING GUTS
Here’s some nostalgia for you!   Brought back 
from years ago…this hugely popular item is re-
introduced in 2 styles, brain and eyeball.  Just give 
it a squeeze and the “blood” colored water swirls 
and gurgles inside the flexible skin.

#8991
$3.50 each / $42.00 Display (12 pc.)   
Net Bag with Header in Display Box.

HEARTTHROB 
6” size realistic heart made of soft stretchy 
material. Throw it or just give it a squeeze for 
some heart throbbing action!

#104880
$3.00 each / $36.00 Pack (12 pc.)
Net Bag with Header.

0 10984 02340 7

0 10984 10488 50 10984 10439 7

0 10984 02320 9

0 10984 08991 5

0 10984 09348 6



WATER WIGGLIES 50

MONDO SHARK
#5038 
$3.00 each / $36.00 Display (12 pc.) Display Box.

MONDO WATER BEAD
Two assorted colors.

#5086 
$3.00 each / $36.00 Display (12pc.) Display Box.

MONDO JELLYFISH
#5080 
$3.00 each / $36.00 Display (12 pc.) Display Box.

 

MONDO PENGUIN
#5082  
$3.00 each / $36.00 Display (12 pc.) Display Box.

MONDO TROPICAL REEF
#5072 
$3.00 each / $36.00 Display (12 pc.) Display Box.

0 10984 05086 1

0 10984 05072 4

0 10984 05081 6

0 10984 05080 90 10984 05082 3 0 10984 05038 0

MONDO UNICORN
Two assorted colors.

#5081  
$3.00 each / $36.00 Display (12 pc.) Display Box.

MONDO CORGI
Two assorted colors.

#5089  
$3.00 each / $36.00 Display (12pc.) Display Box.

MONDO DOUGHNUT 
Two assorted colors.

#5088  
$3.00 each / $36.00 Display (12pc.) Display Box.

0 10984 05089 20 10984 05088 5

The classic water filled tubes that are 
impossible to hold onto. Water Wigglies 
have been a Play Visions staple for 30 
years strong with no end in sight, as we 
develop new styles every year. A fun 
sensory toy that squirm and slip out of 
your grasp as you squeeze them.



The most elastic substance known to 
man!  A full range of super  
stretchy novelty toys that once you 
pick up, you can’t put down.  Each 
design will stretch over 10 times its 
original size and the uses become 
endless.  Soft and safe, these velvety 
smooth products scream  

“oddly satisfying.”

HYPER-FLEX51

SPIKY GLOVE
Bring on the wild side! Ultra soft and stretchy. Assorted colors.

#594
$3.50 each / $42.00 Pack (12 pc.) 
Clamshell Blister.

U|xaBAJIEy00594qzZ

STRETCHY MICE  
AND CHEESE
So cute! Comes with 2 mice that can 
be removed from the cheese and re-
positioned anyway you like. 

#563
$2.50 each / $30.00 Display (12 pc.) 
Net Bag with Header in Display Box.

U|xaBAJIEy00563mzV

STRETCHY STRING
Two 12" strands in one package, each one will stretch out to 10' in length. Tie them 
together, and you can stretch them up to 20'. The softness says it all… and the 
stretch is record breaking. Assorted colors.

#891
$3.00 each / $36.00 Pack (12 pc.) 
Clamshell Blister.

U|xaBAJIEy00891qzZ



HYPER-FLEX 52

MONDO NEON INSIDE-OUT BALL
Assorted colors. 65 mm size.

#792
$2.50 each / $30.00 Display (12 pc.) 
Net Bag with Header in Display Box.

U|xaBAJIEy00792qzZ

NEON INSIDE-OUT BALL
Assorted colors. 48 mm size.

#692
$1.50 each / $36.00 Display (24 pc.) 
Net Bag with Header in Display Box.

U|xaBAJIEy00692tz]

SUPER MONDO PAINTED TIP 
INSIDE-OUT BALL
Assorted colors. 98 mm size.

#900 
$5.00 each / $30.00 Display (6 pc.) 
Net Bag with Header in Display Box.

U|xaBAJIEy00900pzY

MONDO ZIGGY PASTA BALL
Assorted colors.

#584 
$4.00 each / $48.00 Display (12 pc.) 
Wrap Header in Display Box.

U|xaBAJIEy00584rzu

MONDO SPAGHETTI BALL
Assorted colors.

#587
$4.75 each / $57.00 Display (12 pc.) 
Wrap Header in Display Box.

U|xaBAJIEy00587sz\

SPAGHETTI BALL
Stretches forever… so soft, you just cannot put it 
down… wiggly, jiggly… delightful! Assorted colors.

#586
$3.00 each / $36.00 Display (12 pc.) 
Wrap Header in Display Box.

U|xaBAJIEy00586lz[



With a growing economy and a 
higher demand for STEM toys, 
Xtrem Bots fit perfectly. A broad 
range of robotic products that 
capture the attention of kids of all 
ages – these robots promote the 
fundamentals of programming, 
problem solving and the basics  
of coding. 

ROBBIE BOT
Robbie is the “new and improved” version of the 
Smart Bot. Robbie has all the same functions as 
Smart Bot like 50 programmable mode actions, 
robotic sound, controlled with hand signals, but he 
lets his emotions show with 20 electronic emotional 
expressions. Also charges with USB.

#380831
$25.00 each / $150.00 Pack (6 pc.)  
Printed Window Box.

SOPHIE BOT
Introducing Robbie’s sister.  Same functions as 
Robbie, but pretty in pink!

#380838
$25.00 each / $150.00 Pack (6 pc.) Printed Window Box.

8 436536 808315

8 436536 808384

XTREM BOTS53



XTREM BOTS 54

GUARDIAN BOT
This exciting bot offers cutting edge technology at your fingertips. A few key 
features include: powerful LED torch, up to 50 programmable functions, hand 
gesture control to create actions, ability to change facial expressions and 
sounds, a unique Guardian Mode and a spy function that allows you to record 
conversations from a distance for up to 20 seconds!

#380771
$35.00 each / $140.00 Pack (4 pc.)  
Printed Window Box.

ROBBIE AND SOPHIE DISPLAY
A perfect home for Robbie and Sophie Bot. Holds 12 boxed robots (6 Robbie 
& 6 Sophie), or mix and match however you like. LCD Monitor included that 
demonstrates the features and functions of Robbie and Sophie Bot. $65 each 
or free with purchase of 12 robots. 

#831838
$65.00 each (1 pc.) Free with 12 robots  

8 436536 807714

0 10984 31838 1



MAZZY BOT
Mazzy is a robot designed for young learners to start computer 
programming in an easy, fun and creative way. With just a screwdriver 
and a step-by-step assembly guide, kids can enjoy the amazing 
experience of building a robot.

Mazzy consist of modular parts, which allow for the construction of 
two different robot models: an android or a rover vehicle. Mazzy 
will follow orders programmed by the user through the control 
panel located on the robot or through the app which can easily be 
downloaded.

#380851
$40.00 each / $120.00 Pack (3 pc.) Printed Window Box.

8 436536 808513

XTREM BOTS55



WOKI BOT
Get started in the world of programming with Woki – 
the robot that can read colors! Create a maze with 81 
tiles, program your movements with the color chips and 
help Woki solve the challenge! When Woki recognizes 
the colors he performs different actions. Combine the 
tiles in different ways to create infinite mazes!

#380891
$30.00 each / $90.00 Pack (3 pc.)  
Printed Window Box.

XTREM BOTS 56

8 436536 808919



Splashlings have swam their 
way into the hearts of collectors 
everywhere. Totally on point 
with the current mermaid trend, 
Splashlings are collectible 
mermaids, fish, treasures and 
themed playsets to accommodate 
the adorable characters. 

2PK FOIL BAG
#022297
Exciting new Princess Splashlings designs! 
Collect 2 Splashlings in every foil pack and try 
to find the rare treasure ones. Collector Guide 
included!

$1.25 each / $40.00 Display (32 pc.) 
Foil Bag in Counter Display.

8 13460 02229 7

MERMAID 6PK
#022426
Open the treasure shell to discover your secret 
Splashling. Collect over 100 new Splashlings! 
Contains 1 Princess Mermaid, 4 Splashlings, 1 
Shell and Collector Guide.

$4.00 each / $32.00 Pack (8 pc.) Blister Card.

8 13460 02242 6

MERMAID 12PK
#022433
Open the treasure shell to discover your secret 
Splashling. Collect over 100 new Splashlings!  
Contains 1 Princess Mermaid, 9 Splashlings, 2 
Shells and Collector Guide.

$7.00 each / $56.00 Pack (8 pc.) Blister Card.

8 13460 02243 3

SHELLTIME PLAYSETS
#240913
You can take these pocket sized playsets 
everywhere with you- just close the shell and be 
on your way! Each set contains 1 Shell, 1 Exclusive 
Mermaid, 2 Exclusive Splashlings and Adorable 
Room Accessories. Two styles assorted. Snack 
Time and Dream Time.

$8.00 each / $64.00 Pack (8 pc.) Blister Card.

8 13460 02131 3

SPLASHLINGS®57



MEDICAL CLINIC
#241545
The doctor will “sea” you now. Mermaid and 
Splashlings pets alike can get help from the 
Sturgeon Surgeon and Nurse Shark at the 
Splashlings Medical Clinic. Playset contains 2 
Exclusive Splashlings, 3 Accessories, Hospital 
Bed, Scale and X-Ray Machine.

$12.50 each / $50.00 Pack (4 pc.) Window Box.

SPLASH ‘N’ FUN SPA
#269815
Pamper your Splashlings® and Mermaids at the 
new Splashlings® Splash “N” Fun Spa! Add water to 
the Spa and watch as your Mermaid changes color. 
Squeeze the shell pump to give your Splashlings® 
a waterfall shower! Contains: 1 Splash “N” Fun Spa 
with salon chairs, 1 Vanity Mirror Spa, Shower and 
Accessories, 1 Exclusive Color Change Mermaid, 1 
Exclusive Miss Octopriss®.

$12.50 each / $50.00 Pack (4 pc.) Window Box.  8 13460 02004 0

8 13460 02116 0

CORAL PLAYGROUND
#240876
Welcome to the Splashlings Coral Playground, 
where mermaids and Splashlings come to 
have fun! Swim around the coral, slide down 
the aqua slide or go for a swing. Relax by 
chilling out in the shell pool or have a turn on 
the merry-go-round!  Dip your mermaid in the 
shell pool and watch her change color! Playset 
contains 1 color change Mermaid, 2 Exclusive 
Splashlings and Inner Tube.

$17.50 each / $35.00 Pack (2 pc.) Window Box.

8 13460 02003 3

8 13460 02128 3

REEF RESORT
#240883
The Splish Splash Reef Resort is the top 
destination for all Splashlings® and Mermaids 
on holiday! The Resort’s three levels of 
fun provide endless hours of imaginative 
undersea play! Contains:  
1 Playset & Accessories,  
2 Exclusive Mermaids,  
2 Exclusive Splashlings®.

$17.50 each / $70.00 Pack (4 pc.)  
Window Box.

SPLASHLINGS® 58



SHIMMER FLIP59

SLAP BRACELET
Assorted colors. 

#7811 
$2.50 each / $30.00 Pack (12 pc.) 
Blister Card.

JOURNAL
Assorted colors. 

#7812 
$5.00 each / $30.00 Pack (6 pc.) 
Hang Tag.

KEYCHAINS
2 assorted styles – star and heart. 
Assorted colors. 

#7816
$2.00 each / $24.00 Pack (12 pc.)  
Hang Tag.

This unique sequins material has 
different colors on both sides, so 
when the user “brushes” the material 
with their fingers, it changes colors in 
a second. It’s magical!

0 10984 07816 2

0 10984 07811 7

0 10984 07812 4



SHIMMER FLIP 60

PURSE
Assorted colors.

#7813
$6.50 each / $39.00 Pack (6 pc.) 
Hang Tag.

COSMETIC BAG
Assorted colors. 

#7821 
$6.50 each / $39.00 Pack (6 pc.)
Hang Tag.

OCEAN KEYCHAINS
Three assorted styles in 
assorted colors – Dolphin, Turtle 
and Mermaid Tail.

#7818 
$2.00 each / $54.00 Pack (27 pc.)

0 10984 07821 6

0 10984 07818 6

0 10984 07813 1



TREND61

UNICORN FINGER PUPPET
Three assorted colors.  

#55000
$0.75 each / $27.00 Display (36 pc.) 
Display Box.

UNICORN MOOD LIGHT
 Adds a magical feel to any room 
with its seven soft glowing colors.  
Batteries not included.

#92000
$7.50 each / $45.00 Pack (6 pc.) 
Printed Box.

MERMAID MOOD LIGHT
This beautiful Mermaid adds a soft 
glow to any room. Changes through 
seven colors. Batteries not included.

#12280
$7.50 each / $45.00 Pack (6 pc.)
Printed Box. 

0 10984 55000 2
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TEETER TOTTER 
NIGHT LIGHT
This oversized light switch provides a 
soft glow to any room. Teeter one way 
to turn the light on, Totter back to turn 
off. Batteries not included.

#4146
$3.50 each / $42.00 Pack (12 pc.) Printed 
Box.

0 10984 04146 3



TREND 62

KAWAII SQUEEZIES
FOOD ASSORTMENT 
#20050
$2.00 / $40.00 Display (20 pc.) 
Printed Box in Display.

KAWAII SQUEEZIES 
ANIMAL ASSORTMENT
#20060
$2.00 / $40.00 Display (20 pc.) 
Printed Box in Display.

7 23708 11006 1

7 23708 11005 4



SHARK
#5552
$3.00 each / $36.00 Pack (12 pc.)
Blister Card.

INSTANT STRESS BALL
Stressed out? Just add water! Just place 
this 2.5 inch hollow ball in water and in 
10 minutes you will have a 4 inch ball that 
is soft and squishy and will melt all your 
worries away!

#5555
$3.00 each / $36.00 Pack (12 pc.) Blister Card.

FROG
#5553
$3.00 each / $36.00 Pack (12 pc.)
Blister Card.

UNICORN
#5551
$3.00 each / $36.00 Pack (12 pc.)
Blister Card.

PUFFER FISH
#5554
$3.00 each / $36.00 Pack (12 pc.)
Blister Card.

Filled with a material that expands in 
water, Aqua Squisheez will “inflate” 
five times their original size in 10 –15 
minutes after emersing in water. Once 
inflated they become super soft and 
squishy!

AQUA SQUISHEEZ63

0 10984 05555 2

0 10984 05553 8 0 10984 05552 1 0 10984 05551 4 0 10984 05554 5



PEPPA PIG 64

3-IN-1 BUBBLE SET
Set includes Peppa Pig wand, 
bubble tray and 2 oz. bottle of fun 
bubbles. Assorted styles.

#22212
$0.75 each / $11.25 Pack (15 pc.) 
Blister Card.

u|xhHEGCJy22212sz\

7-IN-1 BUBBLE SET
Set includes 5 Peppa Pig wands, 
bubble tray and 2 oz. bottle of fun 
bubbles. 

#22333
$1.00 each / $12.00 Pack (12 pc.) 
Blister Card.

u|xhHEGCJy22333kzU

3-D BUBBLE PLAYSET
Set includes Peppa Pig wand, 3-D 
glasses and 8 oz. bottle of fun 
bubbles. See the bubbles in 3-D 
with the special glasses.

#22156
$1.00 each / $12.00 Pack (12 pc.) 
Blister Card.

u|xhHEGCJy22156pzY

PLAYTIME BUBBLES
4 oz. of fun bubbles in a Peppa Pig 
container. 

#22422 
$0.50 each / $6.00 Display (12 pc.) 
Display Box.

u|xhHEGCJy22422lz[

CHALK HOLDER SET
5 pieces of Peppa Pig Chalk 
Holders each packed with a piece 
of sidewalk chalk.

#22470
$1.50 each / $9.00 Pack (6 pc.) 
Open Window Box.

u|xhHEGCJy22470mzV



BRICK FOUNDATIONS 
SPINNER

Kids can build with bricks in a whole 
new way! They can place a brick and 
spin it to their friend with the slightest 
flick of their finger. When the creation 
is complete, the platform displays the 
work in 360 degrees of full swivel 
action!

#8801
$10.00 each / $60.00 Pack (6 pc.)  
Printed Box.

BRICK FOUNDATIONS 
GRAB & GO TOTE BAG

Make brick creations on the go! Now 
you can build your masterpiece at 
home, in the car or anywhere. The 
Grab & Go comes with background 
art on the inside, so you can watch 
your creations come to life.  Securely 
stores your bricks with zipper closure 
and easy carry handle. 

#8802
$10.00 each / $60.00 Pack (6 pc.)  
Tote Bag with Cardboard Wrap.

0 10984 08801 7

0 10984 08802 4

POLICE SET

Multi piece realistic play set for kids to set up action 
adventures at a whim. Die cast metal and plastic pieces 
range from 1-5” size.

#6568
$10.00 each / $60.00 Pack (6 pc.) 
Vinyl Backpack.

 

MILITARY SET

Multi piece realistic play set for kids to set up action adventures at a 
whim. Die cast metal and plastic pieces range from 1-5” size.

#6566
$10.00 each / $60.00 Pack (6 pc.) 
Vinyl Backpack.

 

NOVELTIES65

0 10984 06568 1

0 10984 06566 7



NOVELTIES 66

RAINBOW ZONGO BALL

Made of smooth durable silicon material, your Zongo 
ball has enough resistence built into it to bounce off 
your hands and feet, and when turned “outside in” can 
be played with like a normal ball. Amaze your friends 
in a second when you turn your Zongo Ball “outside 
in!”  4” diameter size, comes in 3 colors assorted.

#788
$2.50 each / $30.00 Display (12 pc.)
Hang Tag in Display Box.

STIK-A-MALS

Nine assorted styles of colorful 
characters with suction cups that  
will stick on any smooth surface.

#3503
$0.75 each / $20.25 Display (27 pc.) 
Display Bin.

GIANT SUCTION SPHERE

Super Sized…Super Strong suction 
cups are all over this 5 inch ball.  Throw 
it against any smooth surface, metal, 
doorways, glass, plastic, and it will stick!   
Easy to pull off and throw again.

#7700
$7.00 each / $42.00 Pack (6 pc.)
Clear Dome with Printed Base. 0 10984 03503 5

0 10984 07700 4

0 10984 00788 9



LIGHT UP CRYSTAL  
GROW KIT

Grow your own amazing crystals in this 
cool looking dome. Then watch them 
light up and change color with the LED 
unit inside. 

#0881
$5.00 each / $60.00 Display (12 pc.) 
Acetate Dome in Display Box. 

 

INFLATABLE TONGUE

Highly realistic tongue with a “pacifier” tip. Place 
in your mouth and when you slightly exhale, the 
tongue inflates outward about 6". When you stop 
exhaling, it immediately shrinks back to original size.

#580
$1.95 each / $23.40 Pack (12 pc.) 
Blister Card.

BIGFOOT CALLER

Now you can bring Bigfoot next to 
your campfire when you are out in the 
woods! Just blow into the tube and 
produce eerie Bigfoot calls.

#00372
$2.50 each / $60.00 Pack (24 pc.) 
Blister Card.

8 55792 00372 8

0 10984 00580 9

0 10984 00881 7

SEALIFE SMASH-A-MALS
#114
Just “Smash” these colorful characters 
with your hand and watch them 
instantaneously inflate in front of your 
eyes! Assorted styles and colors. 2 pcs. 
per card.

$2.50 each / $30.00 Pack (12 pc.)  
Blister Card.

0 10984 00114 6

NOVELTIES67
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NOSE AEROBICS         

This hilarious game will keep you in stitches! The 
object is to move your head and make the basketball 
go through the hoop. Watching someone do this is 
too funny!

#450
$2.00 each / $48.00 Pack (24 pc.) 
Polybag with Header Card. 

NEUTRON STUNT TOP

With a mini gyroscope inside, powered up by batteries and a 
magnet, every time you place the top into the Stunt Top paddle, 
the magnetic booster powers up the gyroscope to a high level of 
RPMs. Drop the top on any surface, and when the top begins to 
slow down, you can “scoop” it up into the paddle and recharge 
it in seconds. Will spin on either end of the top. Toss in the air, 
catch it, recharge it…its’s amazing! Batteries included.

#906
$7.50 each / $45.00 Pack (6 pc.) Printed Box. 0 10984 00450 5

0 10984 00906 7

FROGGY WATER BOUNCER

We took our original Water Bouncer and 
wrapped it in a floppin’, hoppin’ frog shape. 
Absolutely hilarious … watch him bounce, 
spin and wiggle his way as he skips on the 
water’s surface. Assorted colors.

#602
$4.00 each / $48.00 Pack (12 pc.) 
Clamshell Blister.

U|xaBAJIEy00602sz\
 

PARACHUTE LAUNCHERS

What fun! Mini skydiving figurines 
sit inside individual hand launchers. 
When you make an upward 
“throwing” motion with your arm, he 
comes flying out towards the sky, 
before gently floating to the ground. 
Assorted colors.

#371
$3.00 each / $72.00 Display (24 pc.) 
Acetate Launcher in Display Box.

U|xaBAJIEy00371nzW
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DONALD TALKING BIRTHDAY 
CARD V2
#006603
$5.00 each / $120.00 Display (24 pc.)
Display Box.

DONALD DANCING/SOUND 
BDAY CARD
#006665
$6.50 each / $156.00 Display (24 pc.) 
Display Box.

DONALD TALKING PEN V2
Laugh with or at Donald! Includes ten classic Donald sayings 
using his real voice! Two assorted styles.

#006801
$6.50 each / $78.00 Display (12 pc.) 
Blister Card in Display Box.

DONALD TALKING  
BIRTHDAY CARD
Perfect gift for all your Republican friends! Send a one-of-a-kind birthday greeting in 
Trump’s real voice:“I just wanted to wish you a Happy Birthday. I would never say in 
your case that you’re fired, so I’ll just say you’re hired.”

#6313 
$5.00 each / $120.00 Display (24 pc.) Display Box.

8 59496 00631 3

8 59496 00680 1

8 59496 00660 3

8 59496 00666 5
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DONALD SQUASH & TOSS
Realistic squash and toss looks just like Donald! 
Two assorted styles.

#1550
$2.50 each / $30.00 Display (12 pc.) 
Net Bag with Header in Display Box.

THE DONALD SPLAT BALL 
Throw Donald against any hard surface and watch 
him go SPLAT! Returns back to its original shape 
to use again and again. Check out his funny little 
arms too! 

#2323 
$2.00 each / $24.00 Pack (12 pc.) Blister Card.

 

ERASE TRUMP
Hilarious item! Use this 3” tall replica of 
President Trump to erase your errors and 
him off the map!

#1556 
$3.00 each / $36.00 Pack (12 pc.)  
Printed Box.

TRUMP POOPER KEYCHAIN
Give this mini Trump a squeeze and poop 
pops out his behind. Too funny!

#1554 
$2.00 each / $48.00 Pack (24 pc.)  
Acetate Bin.

 

TRUMP TOILET PAPER
Three assorted styles.

#1560 
$2.50 each / $30.00 Pack (12 pc.) 
Shrink Wrap.

0 10980 01560 4

0 10984 01550 1

0 10984 01554 9

0 10984 01556 3

0 10984 02323 0



SLURPIN’ SAMMY
Watch Sammy the hedgehog eject slime 
and slurp it back up! Yecchhh, but so fun 
to do over and over again!

#3107
$1.50 each / $18.00 Pack (12 pc.) Blister Card.

GAGS & GIFTS71

FART SWATTER
What a blast! Every time you swat a fly, 
a fart sound comes out. Six assorted 
sounds, and a grand finale that cycles 
through all six sounds.

#969
$5.00 each / $60.00 Pack (12 pc.) Hang Tag.

FARTZOOKA
Blast away with this super sensational FartZooka. Simply 
move the plunger in and out, and the most audacious 
farts explode out of the barrel … It’s a riot!

#1212
$4.50 each / $54.00 Pack (12 pc.)  
Clamshell Blister.

EMERGENCY FART BUTTON
What a gas! Every time you depress 
the button, a fart sound emerges. Six 
different sounds and a finale that cycles 
through all 6 sounds.

#968 
$3.50 each / $42.00 Pack (12 pc.) Blister Card.

FART EXTINGUISHER 
Trick your friends with the touch of a 
button. Creates six different fart sounds, 
but is completely odorless!

#10553 
$2.75 each / $33.00 Pack (12 pc.) Blister Card. 

0 10984 10553 0

0 10984 00968 50 10984 00969 2

0 10984 03107 5

0 10984 01212 8
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SNAP CAPS
Throw these caps on the ground for a 
loud bang.

#120 
$0.45 each / $45.00 Display (100 pc.) 
Display Box.

0 10984 00120 7

COLORFLAME CANDLES
These unique candles create colored 
flames that match the color of the  
candle wax.

#7632 
$2.50 each / $65.00 Display (26 pc.)  
Printed Box in Display.

COLORFLAME TEA LIGHTS
Comes with 6 tea lights in four assorted 
colors. Each produces a colored flame that 
matches its candle wax when lit.

#6420
$2.00 each / $24.00 Pack (12 pc.)  
Printed Box.

FUN STRAWS
Comes with 104 pieces that allow you to construct 
a maze of straws that makes drinking your favorite 
beverage a whole new experience. 

#200 
$5.00 each / $60.00 Pack (12 pc.) Printed Box.

0 10984 00200 6

0 48519 07632 1 0 48519 16420 2



SWEET DREAMS

Highly realistic and super soft pillows great for decorating any room. Can 
be used as comfy seat cushions too! Covers are machine washable. Even 
assortment of Orange, Kiwi, and Watermelon. 15" size. 

#1512
$2.50 each / $15.00 Pack (6 pc.) 
Hang Tag.

0 10984 01512 9

BYE-BYE FLY 

Say goodbye to those pesky flies with this 
extendable fly swatter. Extends from 10” to 
28” and comes in two assorted colors.

#5220
$0.25 each / $6.00 Pack (24 pc.) 
Hang Tag in Polybag.

0 10984 05220 9

FLASHTASTIX

You can put these ultra sticky lights on 
anything: toys, scooters, skateboards, 
frisbees, roller blades, cell phones, 
whatever you can imagine! Just shake 
to activate. Light it up with Flashtastix! 
3 assorted LED colors per card. 

#973
$2.50 each / $30.00 Display (12 pc.)
Blister Card in Display.

U|xaBAJIEy00973tz]
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PUTTY SCAPES NEW YORK

Super cool desktop item that allows you to play with the metropolitan 
landscape of New York. Comes with blue colored silicon putty that flows and 
forms the waters surrounding Manhattan. Includes a sky scene backdrop for 
a bright sunny day in the city.

#0886 
$0.50 each / $6.00 Pack (12 pc.) Printed Box.

U|xaBAJIEy00886mzV



RUMBLE TUMBLE TUFF TRUCK

The craziest action you have ever seen! It twists, 
turns, rolls over, and always rights itself. Can’t get 
stuck in a corner, will flip off walls, switch directions 
and keep on going! Batteries included.

#0123
$1.00 each / $12.00 Pack (12 pc.) Color Window Box.

0 10984 12300 8
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BOUNCE ABOUTS

These 38 mm sized hi bounce ball characters have removable feet. Kids can 
display them standing up or bounce them for a unique visual effect. Two assorted 
styles: Outer Space and Deep Seach Two pieces per blister card.

#3711
$0.50 each / $6.00 Pack (12 pc.) Blister Card.

U|xaBAJIEy03711ozX

ARACHNA FOAMIA

Foam ball with spiders crawling all 
over it! Bounces super high! 3" size. 
Assorted colors. 

#ARFO
$0.75 each / $9.00 Pack (12 pc.) 
Net Bag with Header Card.

U|xaBAJIEy00214nzW   

FOSSIL BOUNCERS

These foam balls look like real 
fossils. Super bouncy. 2.5" size. 

#FOBO
$0.75 each / $9.00 Pack (12 pc.) 
Net Bag with Header Card.

U|xaBAJIEy00309qzZ

EARTH BALL AIR BOUNCER

These balloon filled fabric balls are ultra-
light and super durable! Bounce them in the 
air, on the ground….just about anywhere! 
8" diameter.

#1231 
$0.50 each / $6.00 Pack (12 pc.) Printed Box.

U|xaBAJIEy01231tz] 

BEACH BALL AIR BOUNCER

These balloon filled fabric balls are 
ultra-light and super durable! Bounce 
them in the air, on the ground….just about 
anywhere! 8" diameter.

#1230
$0.50 each / $6.00 Pack (12 pc.) Printed Box.

U|xaBAJIEy01230mzV 



GIDGET WIDGET

Super cool item that will keep the most 
anxious person calm and collected! Six 
different motion and tactile functions in 
one compact mini cube.

#10527 
$0.50 each / $6.00 Display (12 pc.) 
Blister Card in Display.

U|xaIDBHGy10527ozX

SPINNERZ
#52203
$0.25 each / $3.00 Display (12 pc.)
Blister Card in Display.

\|xiJJDGEy00303rzu 

SWITCH-IT WIDGET

This unique fidget toy includes 10 
interchangeable pieces that allow the 
user to create a totally customizable  
fidget experience! 

#6850
$0.50 each / $6.00 Pack (12 pc.)
Blister Card.

U|xaBAJIEy06850rzu
SPIN BALL 

The Spin Ball will spin on the X, Y and Z, axis. 
See how fast you can get this ball spinning! 
Assorted colors.

#02641
$1.00 each / $12.00 Pack (12 pc.) 
Blister Card.

U|xaBAJIEy02641pzY

LIGHT UP SPIN BALL 

The Light-Up Spin Ball has the same great 
design as the original, but uses an LED panel 
to create an awesome light show! Assorted 
colors.

#02642 
$1.00 each / $12.00 Pack (12 pc.) 
Blister Card.

U|xaBAJIEy02642mzV

SPIN CUBE

This versatile item allows the user to spin 
the center piece while the top and bottom 
parts remain stationery.  When spinning, 
as the user desires, it can be popped onto 
any smooth surface and will spin in circles 
like a top.

#6840
$0.50 each / $6.00 (12 pc.) Blister Card.

U|xaBAJIEy06840sz\

AROMA ESSENCE

Comes complete with one pound of 
sand, massage roller, stone inscribed 
with the Japanese symbol for “Peace,” 
5 ml of lemon grass essential oil and a 
convenient bamboo tray. 

#2561 
$7.50 each / $45.00 Pack (6 pc.) Gift Box.

INNER REFLECTIONS

Comes complete with one pound 
of sand, wooden sculpting tool and 
massage roller, smooth stone inscribed 
with the Japanese symbol for “Peace” 
and a convenient bamboo tray.

#2560
$7.50 each / $45.00 Pack (6 pc.) Gift Box.

0 10984 02561 6 0 10984 02560 9
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QUICK CHARGE FLASH RACER

Flash Racer can go over 200 ft on smooth surfaces 
outdoors and will go as big as the room is indoors. 
Rear wheel can be trimmed for 4 degrees of left 
or right turn or for straight runs. Comes in 2 color 
schemes. Charger uses 3 x AAA batteries, not 
included.

#8975
$2.50 each / $15.00 Pack (6 pc.) Blister Card.

U|xaBAJIEy08975pzY

SPEEDFIRE DRAGON

This impressive 21" Dragon is made of 
durable foam that won’t break and will fly 
up to 75 ft.

#80601
$5.00 each / $30.00 Pack (6 Pc.) Printed Box.

Ê|xENGPNGy806014z

QUICK CHARGE FLASH 
FIGHTER

Flash Fighter can fly over 500 ft outdoors on a full 
charge or across the backyard with a short charge. 
Outer flaps can control turns or straight flight. Uses 
3 x AAA batteries, not included.

#8971
$2.50 each / $15.00 Pack (6 pc.) Blister Card.

U|xaBAJIEy08971rzu

AIR CONDA

Fill with air and toss it for 
some slithery flying action. 
Inflates to over 10 feet long 
– Wow! 

#AICO 
$0.25 each / $6.00 Pack (24 pc.)
Polybag with Header.

U|xaBAJIEy00203rzu

FEATHER FLIPPER

Great skill game that plays like a Hacky 
Sack™. Bounce it off your hands, your 
feet…anywhere on your body. Play by 
yourself or in a group. Fun for everyone! 

#268
$0.50 each / $6.00 Pack (12 pc.)  
Acetate Tube. 

0 10984 00268 6

WHACKIT - RACKET

The loudest skill toy on planet Earth! Get your rhythm 
going by quickly moving the racket side to side or up and 
down, positioning the racket so the balls strike the center 
in an alternating sequence. Once you master it, you’ll 
have a booming rhythm section wherever you are!

#1012
$2.50 each / $15.00 Pack (6 pc.)  
Clamshell Blister Card.

0 10984 01012 4
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TUMBLE WONDER

Simply start it slowly tumbling forward and 
as it rights itself, nudge it again and keep it 
going. Go forwards, backwards, and in circles! 
Assorted colors.

#6820
$0.50 each / $6.00 Display (12 pc.) 
Printed Box in Display.

LIGHT-UP TUMBLE 
WONDER

The same awesome design as the original, 
in a vibrant light-up style. Assorted colors.

#6830
$0.75 each / $9.00 Display (12 pc.) 
Printed Box in Display.

0 10984 06830 9

0 10984 06820 0

LAND SHARK

6" size foam shark fin attached to a 
special plastic that will slide and glide 
over any floor. Works on carpets, 
linoleum, wood or tile. When moving 
across the floor it looks like there is a 
real shark swimming through the house!

#LASH
$0.25 each / $1.50 Pack (6 pc.) Printed Box.

U|xaBAJIEy00216rzu

VIRTUAL REALITY VIEWER

Download apps from the app store on your mobile device that will take you on a 
Virtual 3-D Reality ride. Whether it be riding a roller coaster, roaming the Jurassic 
era with dinosaurs or flying through space, you can do whatever your imagination 
desires. Fits comfortably on your head, and will accept all standard mobile devices 
that are 3.25” up to 6” in size. 

#500
$2.50 each / $15.00 Pack (6 pc.) Printed Box.

U|xaBAJIEy00500rzu
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TERMS & CONDITIONS

TO PLACE YOUR ORDER, CALL TOLL FREE  

1 (800) 678-8697 
19180 144th Ave NE

 Woodinville, WA 98072
(425) 482-2836

FAX (425) 482-2842

ORDERING & MINIMUMS
• All orders subject to acceptance by 
 Play Visions, Woodinville, WA.
• All purchase orders must be signed by an 

authorized buyer.
• Minimum order ––
      Opening: $100 per shipping destination.
      Reorder: $100 per shipping destination.
 Less than minimum orders are subject to a 

$10.00 service charge.
• Play Visions, Inc. requires a completed 

and signed credit application on file for all 
accounts, regardless of payment terms. Contin-
uation of credit is contingent on keeping an 
account current. Credit terms are subject to 
change without prior notice.

• In compliance with state laws, Play Visions, Inc. 
will require a resale or tax exemption certifi-
cate on file prior to shipment. Please note: we 
will not accept a seller’s permit, tax registration 
certificate, sales/use tax permit, etc., in lieu of 
the signed resale or tax exempt certificate.

• Orders for immediate delivery may not be 
cancelled.

• Orders for later delivery must be cancelled 
in writing and received by Play Visions 15 
days prior to the scheduled ship date. Orders 
shipped prior to notification of cancellation are 
the responsibility of the customer.

PAYMENT
• Terms are Net 30 days for credit approved 

accounts. Otherwise, Visa, Mastercard, Amer-
ican Express or Discover cards are welcome. 

• A late charge of 1.5% per month/18% per 
annum (or less if restricted by law) will be 
charged to all past due invoices and balances.

• If an account is beyond terms, any new orders 
received by Play Visions, Inc. will not be 
accepted until the account is made current. All 

accounts beyond terms will be placed on a hold 
status until they are made current.

• NSF checks are subject to a $25.00 service 
charge.

• No authorization for return can be given for 
past-due accounts.

• No deductions are allowed on past-due accounts.

FREIGHT TERMS
• Play Visions will use its own contract carrier. If a 

different carrier is requested, the customer will be 
billed all freight charges incurred.

PRICING
• Prices subject to change without notice.
• Prices in effect at time of shipment shall apply.

BACK ORDERS
• Back orders will be shipped at the same terms as 

the original order.
• Back orders under $100 may be cancelled.
• Unless otherwise requested, back orders will be 

cancelled after 90 days.

CUSTOMER SERVICE
• Returns for defectives or errors must be autho-

rized in advance.
• A 25% restocking fee is applied to all non-defec-

tive returns, unauthorized shipments and ship-
ment refusals.

• Claims for shortages must be reported within 
14 days. Claims for defectives must be reported 
within 90 days after receipt of goods.

• All sales are final.

Play Visions product is not to be Re-Sold on 
Amazon.com.

© 2020 PLAY VISIONS. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.   

NOTICE: Play Visions owns and licenses numerous patents with many additional patents pending in the U.S. and Inter-
nationally (including China). We take our intellectual property very seriously and will pursue any infringing products in 
the market. 
Existing Patents:
6,773,328 6,758,769 6,743,072 6,644,819 6,575,585 6,264,574 5,362,067 6,672,932 6,789,911
6,685,531 6,634,918 6,540,577 6,533,638 6,406,302 6,398,617 6,325,690 6,227,929 6,220,917 
D432,191 6,645,101 6,533,637 D158,518
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Montana, Idaho, Wyoming,
Utah, Colorado,

Arizona, New Mexico

DANSON SALES
Dennis & Sue Daniello
Heidi Anderson
6437 Willow Broom Trail
Littleton CO 80125
303-904-6011
303-904-6013 fax
dansonsales@aol.com

Vermont, Maine,
New Hampshire,
Massachussets,

Connecticut, Rhode Island

JESA TOY ASSOCIATES
Sandy Russak
767 North Street
Goshen CT 06756
860-491-1159
860-491-1160 fax 
jesatoys@yahoo.com

Texas, Oklahoma,
Arkansas, Louisiana, Kansas

TOYSERVICE SW*
Alison Davenport
2050 N Stemmons Fwy #8400
Dallas TX 75207
214-742-8888
214-698-9605 fax
theshowroom@toyserviceinc.com
www.toyserviceinc.com

CREGGER MARKETING  
Donna Cregger  
621 Badon Hill Drive 
Washington, MO  63090 
636-583-6464 
orders@creggermarketing.com

Kentucky, West Virginia,
Virginia, Tennessee, Georgia

North Carolina, South Carolina,
Mississippi, Alabama,  

New York, Pennsylvania,
New Jersey, Delaware,

Maryland, Washington D.C.

ENCHANTED MOMENTS*   
Tony Davis
AmericasMart
BLDG # 2, Suite 1405
Atlanta, GA 30303
919-263-1433
tony@enchantedmoments.com
www.enchantedmoments.com

California, Nevada, Hawaii

R-BIZ ASSOCIATES
Peter Trouw - Northern CA
315 Cascade Drive
Fairfax CA 94930
415-455-8649
415-223-8900 fax
rbizassoc@gmail.com
www.rbizassociates.com

Jerry Pinsky - Southern CA
1620 Golden Street
Hermosa Beach CA 90254
800-378-6971
888-378-3366 fax
rbiz.south@gte.net

Kathleen Matsumoto – Hawaii
547 Kaiemi Street
Kailua HI 96734
808-595-7718
808-595-7718 fax
Kathleenmatsumoto@gmail.com

San Diego Area
Roxanne Katz
6676 Claremore Avenue
San Diego CA 92120
619-840-1810
619-546-4224 fax
roxannek@aol.com

Missouri

North Dakota, South Dakota,
Nebraska, Minnesota,

Iowa, Wisconsin

KETZ & ASSOCIATES, INC.
Brad Ketz
6468 City West Parkway
Eden Prairie MN 55344
952-932-7148 
952-932-7147 fax
info@ketzassociates.com
www.ketzassociates.com

Michigan, Illinois,
Indiana, Ohio, Missouri

ROCKET REP
Ryan Pedersen
4126 Bristol Court
Northbrook IL 60062
847-272-7225
847-272-7226 fax
info@rocketrep.com

Florida

OPTIONS*
Sheila Nessle
AmericasMart
Bldg. #2, Suite #785
Atlanta GA 30303
800-841-3476
888-841-9390 fax
options@options-st.com
www.options-st.com

GIFTS
Southeast Region 

OPTIONS
Sheila Nessle
AmericasMart
Bldg. #2, Suite #785
Atlanta GA 30303
800-841-3476
888-841-9390 fax
options@options-st.com
www.options-st.com

Play Visions is proud of our experienced sales staff 
across the country. For help with all your toy needs, 

contact the sales rep nearest you.

Washington, Oregon, Alaska

ANNE MCGILVRAY & COMPANY*
200 SW Michigan Street 
Suite 301
Seattle, WA 98106
800-527-1462
seattle@annemcgilvray.com

* Denotes Showroom
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19180 144th Ave NE
Woodinville, WA 98072




